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Some people are anxious in the darkness. It’s that feeling of not really 
knowing what’s around the corner, isn’t it? Not being able to see 
danger, or threat of danger. Even Alfie and Mabel, my poodles, are not 
as confident when they’re out on the field in the dark. They stick closer 
to me. They’re more watchful. 

And we know that darkness has always been a metaphor for those 
things in life that oppress or frighten or intimidate us. When things go 
badly wrong or we don’t know which way to turn, we talk about being 
in the dark. We know that people struggle in darkness when they lack 
the basic necessities of life. And I think we’ve probably all known 
darkness in our emotional lives when we’re burdened with worries, or 
fear and guilt. Many in our little parish have known the darkness that 
comes from bereavement. And we recognize a kind of bleak darkness 
in our political lives when communities and society are just not 
organized in ways that are just and equitable to all of God’s people. 

And now we enter the season of Advent. And as we do, we wait for one 
who enters our darkness, finds us and brings us out into the clear light 
of day. Advent is a truly wonderful time of longing and anticipation. A 
season when the boundaries of darkness are pushed back.  The season 
when we wait for the light shining in Bethlehem's darkness, and the 
darkness just could not overcome it.  

But Advent is definitely not a sentimental season. The baby in the 
stable baby is weak, vulnerable and fragile, and serious danger 
surrounded that birth.  Right from the start, our Lord Jesus is exposed 
to harm.  

Rev  Caroline 

Writes ... 
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The labour pains of Mary were endured over a gruelling eighty mile 
journey. And the birthplace?  A stable, cold and bare, with a manger 
for a bed; hay and straw the only mattress for the delicate, newborn 
form of Jesus. And prowling around in the surrounding darkness, King 
Herod, in a murderous rage waiting to snuff out this new life.  
 

And yet, despite all of this, the light indeed still shines in the darkness 
and has not and never will overcome it. But this is not a blinding light. 
This is a tender glow of love, and grace and truth. This is God's own 
Son, sent to find us, even when we’re lost in the darkest night, with no 
light to find our way home. 
 

And what we are looking forward to celebrating at the end of the 
Advent season is a birth, a brand new beginning.  We have the hope of 
a birth, a fresh start, a ray of light. And even more than that, we will 
be celebrating the absolute assurance and reassurance that, while we 
will inevitably carry on knowing dark corners and fearsome shadows 
in our lives, God is always with us. God has come to us and found us 
and will remain with us always.  And He came to us not in an 
unapproachable light, but in the starlight, in flesh and blood, in a 
stable cold and bare, one dark night in Bethlehem. 
 

And that is God’s gift of love to us this and every Advent. And so, as 
our Christmas tree lights will shine out 
in churches and homes, may we always 
remember that there is another light: 
The light that shines in the darkness; a 
light that shines in our hearts. And let us 
never forget that the darkness is 
powerless to extinguish it.  And so I end 
by wishing you wishing you all a Holy 
Advent, and, when it comes, a very 
Happy Christmas.  

With love from Caroline xxx 
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News from the Pews 

Praying for 

breakfast!  

St Michael’s hosted a new 

venture on Saturday 18th 

October, when doors 

were opened to hungry 

church-goers to reveal a 

wonderful array of 

breakfast items to share. However, the croissants, coffee, fruit, 

yoghurt, cereals and toast wouldn’t have been complete without the 

freshly cooked bacon baps! Many that came to share in this physical 

sustenance also commented on how uplifting and nourishing it was to 

share in some prayer and reflection together at the start of a 

weekend. Foll0wing this success, the next Prayer Breakfast will be in 

St Michael’s Church on Saturday 31st January from 9:30 - 10:30 am. 

Mindful Moments 

Thanks to all who came to 
hear an ‘Introduction to 
Mindfulness’ on 19th 
October. It was great to see 
so many there. Please 
contact James for more 
information on this helpful 
and important topic.   
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Even More Meet at the Meeting Room! 

The Meeting Room Community Café continues to excel at bringing 
people from both outside and within our church communities into the 
building of St Teilo’s for the sharing of food and company. We have been 
delighted at the success we are having in attracting people who may 
never come to church ordinarily, and those who are especially vulnerable 
or socially isolated. We would love people from across the Parish to help 
with shifts of washing up 
or serving at tables! If 
anyone is interested in 
offering an hour or two a 
month please contact 
Lucy or James!  

40s Fun - With  

Food to Remember! 

The 1940’s Night in St Michael’s 
was a highlight of the 
Remembrance season for us in 
Cathays. Not only did everyone 
who came enjoy a very thriftily 

priced three-course meal (ration-book recipes of course!) - we were also 
graced by the wonderfully talented “SAINT 
Andrew’s Sisters”! Their wonderful singing was 
enough to get us ‘In The Mood’ for what was a 
night to remember in more ways than one. Thanks 
to everyone who worked so hard in providing this 
exceptional evening, which was a real opportunity 
for us to remember our indebtedness to those 
whose war efforts meant we could be there 
enjoying ourselves, as we did that night. 
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We Will Remember Them 

Meredith Jenkins on visiting the  

Tower of London’s Remembrance installation. 
 

Recently, my family and I had a day out in London. We were very lucky 

with the weather, it being hot and dry even though it was the end of 

September. We did the usual things—a bit of shopping, a bit of 

sightseeing. You know—Buckingham Palace, Marble Arch, Trafalgar 

Square. We even called into the National Portrait Gallery, where we saw 

some incredible portraits and some that we found ‘interesting’ in a more 

abstract way! One, of athlete Dame Kelly Holmes, was so detailed that I 

thought it was a photograph until I looked very, very closely. 
 

Then we made or way 

to the Tower of London. 

We went to see an art 

installation which was a 

collaboration between 

the ceramicist Paul 

Cummins, and stage 

designer Tom Piper. 

Now, if you’re anything 

like me, the words ‘art 

installation’ summon up 

images of unmade beds 

and odd abstract 

creations.  
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This however, was not only beautiful, but very moving too. Between 

5th August and 11th November, the installation named “Blood Swept 

Lands and Seas of Red” saw 888,246 ceramic poppies progressively 

fill the moat surrounding the tower. Each of these poppies 

represented one British military death during the four years of the 

First World War. The last of these was ‘planted’ on Remembrance 

day. Each poppy was put on a stand/stalk before being placed into 

the earth and all of this was done by volunteers. The poppies were 

then sold at the end of the installation period with a proportion of 

the money going to six service charities in the UK.  

 

As we arrived at the Tower of London, the sun was shining down on 

this sea of poppies. The colours ranged from bright scarlet in the 

sunshine, to a deeper velvety red where the poppies stood in the 

shadow of the walls of the Tower. The effect was breath-taking and 

nearly brought tears to my eyes. The thought that so many young 

men died as a result of the First World War was awful and was far 

more real than any amount of numbers could ever convey. 

 

It was a bit of a trek to get to the 

Tower of London that day, as there 

had been Underground cancellations 

and station closures. However, I am 

so glad that we did, and we lucky 

enough to see such a beautiful, 

moving sight for ourselves. I can’t 

imagine that anyone who visited 

could fail to feel a sense of humility 

and tragedy behind the beauty.  
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‘Christmas: The Story’ -  

returning for its fifth year!  

 

It really doesn’t seem like it, but we’re getting ready for our fifth year 
of Cardiff Christmas: The Story.  The project has gone from strength 
to strength with over 3,000 children coming back year after year on 
school trips, similarly large numbers of the general public coming in 
for a break from their shopping, and countless others stopping to see 
our lovely donkeys, and of course my friend Cyril the camel! 
 

The project is funded, organised and staffed by people like us – the 
churches of Cardiff.  There’s over 200 churches in the city, and 
everyone from Roman Catholics, to Evangelicals, from Anglicans to 
Baptists, from Methodists to Pentecostalists, from the Salvation 
Army to Gospel Halls, up and down the city, get involved every year.  
Of course, some churches have a greater involvement than others, 
and I am very pleased to say that the Parish of Cathays has a frankly 
glowing record when it comes to support of the project.  Over the 
years, no less than 8 of our congregation members have acted, not to 
mention those who have stewarded out at the front of house, and 
once again this year as a parish we have given our share of the 
financial support – which is set at the very reasonable sum of £1 per 
head of congregation. 
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So – why do we do it?  The simple, and very sad, fact is that outside of our 
church walls, the real story of Christmas is being lost—with only 1 in 3 
primary schools put on a Nativity play for example. Ask your average 
resident of Cathays “Name something to do with Christmas” and I’ll bet 
you “Santa Claus” will be the first thing thought of by far more people 
than “Jesus”.  He might even find himself languishing behind “Christmas 
Pudding”, “The Christmas episode of Dr Who” and “The January Sales” for 
many people.   
 

At the  diocesan conference, I was talking with Andrew Connell about the 
subject of “Mission and Evangelism”.  It’s something we are not very 
comfortable with doing in our style of Christianity, but something we are 
all called to do – and this is a prime example of a way to do it.  We do it in 
a completely “non-threatening” way – all we are doing is telling the 
original Christmas story.  There is no attempt to “convert” people – it’s 
just a case of offering one step on a journey – maybe the first step for 
people who might be new to the Christian faith.   
 

This year, Christmas: The Story is bigger and better than ever before.  You 
might have been aware that last year, Aberdare launched Cwm Cynon 
Christmas: The Story.  Well, it’s back for a second year, and this year sees 
the launch of Christmas: The Story in Port Talbot and in Carmarthen.  All 
that means more pressure on us here in Cardiff to do an even more 
fantastic performance. 
 

So – how can you get involved?  First of all, you can act in it.  You don’t 
need to have any acting experience at all – and there’s absolutely no lines 
to learn, as the entire production is done to a narrated soundtrack.  If you 
don’t fancy being up on stage or in costume, then you can be part of our 
welcoming team of stewards, meeting with people as they come in to 
watch the show.  If you want to find out any more about the project, or 
want to put your name down, then do come and see either myself, Meg, 
or in St Michael’s – Pauline Owens or Non Williams, all of whom have 
acted in the project for several years now. It promises to be another 
fantastic year! 

Written by Matthew Dixon 
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Foodbanks  

“glad to be here, sad to be here” 
 

All parishes throughout Wales and England are 
encouraged to support the work of Foodbanks. The 
Venerable Peggy Jackson, Archdeacon of Llandaff, 
proposed the following Private Members’ Motion 
to the Governing Body earlier this year – 
 

 Applaud the work of the Foodbank organisation in and for communities 
across wales 

 Urge all Parishes to develop further their active support of their local 
foodbanks 

 Deplore the social and economic conditions which have made foodbanks 
a necessity 

 Urge all Church Members to work for a society in which all people have 
an income sufficient to meet their needs. 

 

This motion was agreed and passed by the Governing Body 
 

What are Foodbanks? 
 

Foodbanks offer a limited amount of food to people in need. They are 
typically supported by a range of local organisations who supply 
volunteers, storage space and premises from which to distribute the food. 
Food is mostly donated by individuals, often through 
collections in schools, churches, businesses 
or supermarkets. It is sorted into parcels 
designed to provide nutritious meals for a 
limited period of time, and distributed to 
clients who are usually referred by other 
agencies ( welfare, citizens advice, police, 
health workers, schools etc) 
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We as the Parish of Cathays are doing our bit in collecting together food 
items that are donated each month. We are extremely grateful to Neil & 
Julie from St Michael’s  who deliver it each month for us to the warehouse.  

 

Did you know that last year the Parish of Cathays donated  
530.2kg of food ? 

 

As well as distributing food, some Foodbanks offer cookery courses and 
cook books. Many foodbanks are run by the members of the Trussell Trust 
Foodbank Network -   www.trusselltrust.org  - which collects statistics from 
across the UK about levels of usage and types of need. It is their statistics 
which are often quoted to illustrate the increase in food poverty in the UK. 
Foodbanks are not a long term food aid, just an emergency support, 
although some may have made arrangements to provide additional help in 
certain circumstances – such as providing for people settling into 
accommodation after being homeless, or after their release from prison. 
 

Thank you for your continued support here in Cathays. We are glad that 
Foodbanks are here, but sad that they need to be. 
 

‘It is incredible that in a prosperous 

country like ours, where we are told the 

economy is improving and house prices are rising,  

that nearly a million people feel the need 

to visit foodbanks to feed their families. 

Surely the mark of a civilised society is how 

it treats its poorest and most vulnerable people’. 
 

                                                                       Archbishop Barry Morgan 
 

Written by Paul Gregory  

(with information supplied by Revd Carole Wardman,  

Bishop’s Adviser for Church & Society) 
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Christmas in Cathays! 

The season of Advent and Christmas is marked by a series of events where 

we meet together in preparation for Christmas—looking with hope 

towards a new church and calendar year.  
 

Everyone is welcome to attend the events listed below and to participate 

in the life of our valuable community - which is always seeking to reach 

out to others and share in fellowship and love.  

Thursday 18th 

December 

7:30pm  

St 

Michael’s 

 Quiet Evening Service to prepare for 

Christmas. 

Sunday 21st     

December  

7pm  

St 

Michael’s  

Festive Carols and Readings 

followed by free refreshments 

Christmas Eve 

Wednesday 

24th December 

5pm 

St. 

Michael’s  

Crib Service 

A nativity for all ages 

Christmas Eve 

 

11.30pm 

St. Teilo’s  

Parish Midnight Eucharist  

The traditional lead into Christmas  

Christmas Day 

Thursday 25th 

December 

9.30am 

St. 

Michael’s  

Parish Christmas morning service  

Our joyful family celebration 
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Saturday 31st January  

 

St. Michael’s  
9:30 am  

Prayer breakfast  

Sunday  January 25th 

The conversion of Paul 
 

St. Michael’s 
7.00pm 

Cytun service  

Sunday  February 1st 

Celebration of Candlemas 
 

St. Michael’s 
9:30 am 

Christingle service  

Sunday  February 1st 

Celebration of Candlemas 
 

St. Teilo’s  
7.00 pm 

Taizé  service 

Sunday  February 8th 

St. Teilo’s Patronal festival 
  

St. Teilo’s  
7.00 pm 

Evensong led by the choir 

Sunday 15th February 
Sunday Before Lent 
 

St. Michael’s 
7.00 pm 

Shared ‘Feast’ service 

Wednesday 18th March 
 
 

St. Michael’s 
7.00 pm 

Ash Wednesday Eucharist 

Sunday 22nd February 
Lent 1  
 

St. Michael’s 
7.00 pm 

Service of Praise 

Saturday 28th February  

 

St Michael’s  
10am—12 noon  

Circle dancing for Lent 

Sunday  March 1st   
Lent 2  
 

St. Michael’s 
4.00 pm 

Celebration for St. David’s 
Day  
 

Sunday  March 8th  
Lent 3 
 

St. Teilo’s  
7.00 pm 

Taizé  service 

Sunday  March 15th  
Mothering Sunday 
 

St. Michael’s 
7.00 pm   

Meditation on Mothering  
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Seven Sacred Spaces 
Rev’d Meg summarises our journey of exploration through 

the ‘Seven Sacred Spaces’ 
 
 

We discussed the idea of 7 Sacred Spaces in a small group 
last November and we heard about them in the first few 
Sundays after Trinity. They are ideally meant to make a 
difference to how we practise our Christian life both as 
individuals and as the Body of Christ. It is to help us to 
make new disciples and share God's Good News of 
redemption in Christ to those we know and share our lives 
with. This is a big ask but it is what Jesus commissioned his 
disciples to do. We are to be fruitful in our own lives and to 
help others see how the truth of God in Christ can set us 
free to serve God in the power of the Holy Spirit! When we 
trust God to hold us in love we should be free to live and 
love as we pray for God's name to be hallowed, for God's 
will to be done and God's rule to come on earth as in 
heaven. 

 

So what are these 7 Sacred Spaces and how do we take 
note of these ancient ideas to help us to serve Jesus in 
today's world? They come from the monastic spaces which 
to many may seem less than relevant to the modern world. 
Monks and nuns today still use these spaces and we can 
use them as a model to grow our lives of faith and deepen 
our relationship with God. 
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Cell 

Cell as a place of Prayer and Worship is fundamental to our faith. We are 
Christians because we know Jesus and want to develop our relationship 
with the Father, through Him and the Holy Spirit. In the Confirmation 
Service it is said that, 'All who are baptised into Christ are members of the 
Church, the Body of Christ, where we grow in grace and daily increase in 
faith, love and obedience to the will of God. In following Christ, you must 
be faithful in worship with the Church, in private prayer, in reading the 
Scripture and in following the commandments of God.' So all of us who 
have been baptised are to be faithful in prayer. We are to set time aside to 
be with God. 

How do we do this in our busy lives? That will differ for every single 
person. We have to find a way that is comfortable for us. This will differ at 
different times of our lives depending on time and need. There is no 'One 
size fits all' in any relationship and prayer is our relationship with God. I 
know that when I had small children this period in my life was when it was 
most difficult to set time aside. They were up early – so no time then – 
they needed attention throughout the day – so no time then – and by the 
time they were in bed I felt too tired to pray! Quick “arrow” prayers were 
best then, just to be aware of God and to bring needs to Him. So where do 
we make the time and how best to pray? Observing a sunset or listening 
to music can be ways our lives touch God, so we must try to make that 
space to sit with God looking at God through creation, Bible passages or 
the words of other Christians. 

Chapel 

This is our worship together. The main way we do this is in the Eucharist 
on Sundays. We come to listen to God's word in the context of worship. 
We use forms which show our continuity with Christians throughout the 
ages. The words we use in the Prayer of Consecration take us to the place 
of the Last Supper through the words of the Gospels and the Epistle to the 
Corinthians where Paul passes on to us the customary words with which 
we are united in time and space to Jesus and His disciples and to all 
Christians until the time when we will share the Messianic Banquet in 
Heaven.  
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It is a privilege and a comfort. A comfort, especially in the original 
meaning of the word, a way of gaining strength, for the coming week. To 
be changed to Christ's likeness in service and love. A very gradual process 
for most – the journey of a lifetime. We can also worship at other times 
and services – on Tuesday evening or Thursday morning or at other 
Special services. 

Cloister 

The Cloister is where we meet people informally. We need to make 
opportunities to meet each other and to meet those with whom we come 
into contact to show them that following Jesus can make a difference to 
our lives. We can make opportunities to meet those who use our buildings 
and anyone we meet in our daily lives. No, I don't mean that we should, 
metaphorically, bang people over the heads with a Bible, but through our 
prayer and Common Worship we should be able to give a reason for the 
faith that we have in Christ. It will take time as we build relationships The 
world view of many people today is that we don't need a God any more to 
inform us of why life is there for us. Science has sorted all that. But it 
hasn't! Science can only tell us about what it has chosen to investigate 
and it has chosen not to 'do' God! People who think that Science explains 
everything are being intellectually lazy. People who dismiss Faith as 
superstition have also not examined the claims of faith and the impact of 
Jesus on lives throughout history. So where are we to meet people in 
discussing our faith? The other area of life that is taking over today is 
consumerism – 'I shop therefore I am.' We need to help people to see that 
belonging to Jesus is more fulfilling than 'retail therapy'! 

Chapter 

This is where we make our decisions in the light of God's love for us and 
our worship of God. The monks met to hear the rule for their lives and to 
decide how to continue in this way and how to welcome people into their 
community. We cannot just live in our own strength – we are to work 
together – using all the gifts that God has given us. Some people are good 
at hospitality, others are good at administration, some are good at 
singing and leading worship.  
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Some have many gifts and some have a few but we are to act as a body 
to show God's love through the way we administer the Church and care 
for those outside as well as in the Church. We, as individuals, have to 
decide on what God is calling us to give to the Church – a tenth or a 
twentieth of our income and/or in service to the Church – and the Church 
leaders then have to decide how this is spent on our sharing the work of 
Christ with the Diocese, maintaining the buildings and giving to others.  

Garden 

For many of us gardening is a hobby, something we do in our spare time, 
but in the monastery gardening was work. The monastery had to feed 
the monks and any animals they had, used for transport or to help with 
the farm work. Work is not just a means of earning a living it is also part 
of our social life. This is one reason why people who are unemployed 
become depressed. They are often not having meaningful contacts with 
others on a frequent and regular basis which is necessary for their 
mental health. There are many people now who are unemployed or 
underemployed – those who are on zero hours contracts and are not 
getting enough to live off, however hard they try. There are many people 
who do not have the necessary skills to work. Are there any ways that 
our buildings could be used to help people back into work? To support 
them while they try to find a way to support themselves when they are 
being needlessly penalised despite doing all they can to find a job – that 
maybe isn't there and right for their skill set. 

 

Many of us know the value of the work we do and the value that work 
gave, or still gives, to us as individuals. Status is often given to people 
based on the job they do or the value of their salary. How do we help 
those in low-paid jobs to value themselves and others? How do we help 
them to work to improve their work situation? Should we challenge the 
prevailing ideas that those who are not working bring poverty on 
themselves? Should we challenge the myths and lies about poverty in 
the way the Joint Public Issues team of the non-conformist Churches 
are? Work brings lots of added value to life! 
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Refectory 

This is where the Monks met to eat and at times to converse. They also 
used the space to feed their guests who were often pilgrims and 
travellers who needed somewhere to spend a night and to be fed. How 
do we welcome guests to our churches? Is it by making friendly enquiries 
– making people feel welcome but not overwhelming them with interest? 
We give hospitality after church and  when we open up St Teilo's for The 
Meeting Room. In St Michael's “Sunday on Monday” is a way of involving 
and welcoming a younger age group. Where else can we show a welcome 
and be an inclusive church, open to all those who come to us to give them 
spiritual as well as material sustenance? 

Library 

As well as a private prayer life we need time to read and learn about our 
faith. This is enhanced if we can get together as a group to study God's 
word through planned courses, or on Sunday evenings when we are not 
at worship. We sometimes need to do some planning, to decide what 
would best fit the needs of those who might come. How should we be 
helping people to grow in faith? Remembering that it is said that if we are 
not growing we are dying. We often try to run Lent Courses, as rather 
than just giving up something for Lent it is good to take something up as 
well. What would people be interested in? Is a straight Bible Study 
helpful? What practical relationship should it have to every day life so we 
can live out our faith with help from what we are studying? 

Moving on 

We come back to the decisions we need to make in Chapter and how we 
need to work together to grow our church to a greater maturity and then 
we may be ready for growth in numbers! So these concepts overlap one 
with another but they are to help us to look at areas where we are doing 
well and areas in which we need to make decisions to help our own 
growth and that of others. 
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Advent Calendar 
 

He will come like last leaf's fall. 
One night when the November wind 

has flayed the trees to the bone, and earth 
wakes choking on the mould, 

the soft shroud's folding. 
 

He will come like frost. 
One morning when the shrinking earth 

opens on mist, to find itself 
arrested in the net 

of alien, sword-set beauty. 
 

He will come like dark. 
One evening when the bursting red 
December sun draws up the sheet 
and penny-masks its eye to yield 

the star-snowed fields of sky. 
 

He will come, will come, 
will come like crying in the night, 

like blood, like breaking, 
as the earth writhes to toss him free. 

He will come like child. 
  

A poem by former Archbishop of Wales & Canterbury, Rowan 
Williams. A favourite of Caroline’s and read in church at the start 

of Advent this year.  
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Diary of an 

Ordinand   

Part Two 

One full half term completed and the second instalment of my diary 
needed and already I am struggling to find the necessary time! All 
kinds of other things have fallen by the wayside including my knitting, 
my letter writing and my regular chocolate making (though I am 
hoping to reintroduce them all gradually before Christmas hits). 
Instead I spend most of my days reading theological tomes and 
studying for essays galore, and the other half of my time sleeping to 
recover... 
 

There are several things I have been quite surprised by as the term 
progresses, and I thought that I would share a few of these with you in 
the hopes that they might inspire you in the weeks to come... 
 

First, I have fallen in love with Hebrew. This was the last thing I would 
have expected seeing as languages have always been my least 
favourite and least successful (they might go hand in hand) set of 
subjects. Having struggled my way through my GCSE German I 
thought I had successfully left all language learning behind me. But 
Hebrew is fantastic – full of poetry and intrigue. Plus the alphabet 
helps to make me feel like a code-breaker, and I seem, so far, to be 
rising to the challenge. 
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Apparently that has opened my 
brain up to the many possibilities 
of language learning, and I have 
begun to have in-depth 
conversations with the deaf 
ordinand here at college in 
British Sign Language!! 

 With luck, over the next few months you will begin to see me use 
more and more of this at church, as I begin to consider the value of 
sign language as a tool for outreach and mission to be used not only 
by the deaf church, but by the hearing. Surely we are all part of the 
same Church of Christ, always called to think of ways we could we do 
more to show it? 
 

So, as I try to fit in all the things that make for a balanced life, I will be 
thanking God continually for the surprising ways in which he broadens 
our knowledge and understanding, remembering that his call comes 
also with a challenge – and that this challenge may take many forms. 
Your prayers, as ever, are greatly appreciated. Prayers especially that I 
might find time to get baking, making and celebrating life in all its 
fullness... 

 

Remember, nothing is ever too difficult to 
achieve with God on your side – even the 
seemingly impossible can be made 
possible. Have the courage to step forward 
in faith, even if God places you on a path 
that seems to be stacked against you...  

 

He knows what He is doing!! 

With love, from Joy  
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He is the song in my heart, yes He is 

He is the sound in my voice, yes He is 

He is the rippling over stones in the brook 

He is yes, yes He is 
 

He is the light in my eyes, yes He is 

He is the dance in my feet, yes He is 

He is the laughter that springs from my lips 

He is yes, yes He is 
 

He is the smile on my face, yes He is 

He is the touch in my hands, yes He is 

He is the rustling of wings at my back 

He is yes, yes He is 
 

He is the strength in my soul, yes He is 

He is the blood in my veins, yes He is 

He is the inhale of air that I breathe 

He is yes, yes He is 
 

He is the sun in the sky, yes He is 

He is the chime in the breeze, yes He is 

He is the conscience that tugs at the soul 

He is yes, yes He is 

 

Words to a hymn by our own Ruthie Thomas 
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Are you looking for some beautiful music for your 

wedding? Would you like a sophisticated backdrop to your special 

event? Look no further than South Wales’ Triptych Trio. Triptych is a 

classical trio for Soprano, Cello and Piano. Something unique and 

exceptional, Triptych comprises three conservatoire-trained 

musicians who together make an expressive and lyrical sound. 
 

Triptych’s members are all highly experienced concert performers and 

this professional flare comes with them to weddings and other 

events. For any occasion, Triptych will cater for your needs, whether 

you are looking for music for the entrance of the bride, entertainment 

at your party or perhaps even a surprise performance for your loved-

one. Music requests are welcome.  

 

Please feel free to browse Triptych’s website: www.triptych-trio.co.uk 

where you can hear what Triptych sounds like. You can also email 

Triptych with any enquiries on triptychtrio3@gmail.com 

Dates for Your Diary!  

Lent groups next year will take place on Wednesdays 25th Feb. 4th, 
11th, 18th, 25th March in St. Michael’s at 7.00pm. We are looking        
forward to undertaking an interesting course together! 
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Contact details & regular worship in Cathays  

 
 

Priest-in-Charge: 
Rev’d Caroline Downs   
Tel: (029) 20495699 
 
Assistant Curate: 
Rev’d Meg Underdown    
Tel: (029) 20331988 
 
Readers: 
Liz Haigh      (029) 20496902 
Peter Swinbank    (029) 20232216 
Matthew Dixon    (029) 20463499 
 

Parish Wardens: 
Paul Gregory     (029) 20403954 
David Holifield     (029) 20498204  
 

Sub-wardens (St. Michael’s): 
Jeff Doidge      (029) 20395050 
Geraldine Payne  (029) 20795405 
 

Sub-wardens (St. Teilo’s): 
Keith Underdown 0772 7657811 
Andrew Connell 
 

PCC Secretary:      Magazine editor/contributions: 
Rhiannon Williams     James Downs  
           jamesldowns@gmail.com 

 
 

Please contact Rev’d Caroline to arrange baptisms, 
marriages, banns, and Holy Communion for the sick and 
housebound. Please let Caroline know if anyone wishes to 
be prayed for, is ill or in hospital or would welcome a visit. 

St. Teilo’s 
Woodville Rd 

 
Tuesday, 7pm 

Holy Eucharist in 
the Lady Chapel, 
followed by choir 

practice /
discussion group 

at 7:30pm 
 

Sunday, 11:15am 
Holy Eucharist, 

with choir in 
term-time 

 

St. Michael’s 
Whitchurch Rd 

 
Monday, 3.15pm 

‘Sunday on Monday’ 
after-school club 

 
Thursday, 9.30am 

Holy Eucharist 
 

Sunday, 9:30am  
Holy Eucharist with 

Sunday school. 
Family service on 
the first Sunday of 

the month.  
 

For more detailed information on all 
our activities, please follow us on 

Facebook or visit our website: 
parish.churchinwales.org.uk/l356/ 


